Natomas Park Elementary (TK-5): A Coyote Family
2023 - 2024

HOWL! It’s the Coyote Way!

WHY NATOMAS PARK ELEMENTARY?
At Natomas Park Elementary, a diverse and inclusive school, we take pride in calling ourselves a family. We are committed to supporting and providing students with necessary skills to be college and career ready. We focus on academic and character development through Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS), state academic content standards, use of data to inform instruction, consistent implementation of newly adopted direct instruction strategies to increase student achievement, and through exciting and challenging enrichment opportunities for all students.

IS NATOMAS PARK ELEMENTARY RIGHT FOR MY STUDENT?
Natomas Park Elementary ensures that every student is provided the highest quality of education possible in a safe and supportive learning environment through PBIS. Teachers and staff build positive relationships with students, while students build positive relationships with each other. We have one main focus and it’s to HOWL: Have Respect, Offer Kindness, Make Wise Decisions
Be a Lifelong Learner -- it’s the Coyote Way!

As a school family, coyotes H.O.W.L. throughout our campus, at home, and in the community. In addition, Natomas Park Elementary promotes educational equity and 21st-century success for students with diverse cultural and ethnic backgrounds. At Natomas Park Elementary, we emphasize English Language Development instruction that enriches and expands students’ academic vocabulary and content knowledge to help them communicate well and prepare academically for a bright future.

HOW DOES MY STUDENT BECOME A COYOTE?
Call us at (916) 928-5234 or visit https://natomasunified.org/npe.
For more information, scan the QR code to the right.

WE ARE LOCATED AT:
4700 Crest Dr,
Sacramento, CA 95835
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